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These mats have a 1 year guarantee.
These mats have a 2 years guarantee.
These mats have a 3 years guarantee.
These mats have a 5 year manufacturers guarantee or a 2 years guarantee under industrial
laundry conditions.
These mats have limited washability.
These mats are fully washable and can be washed in a washing machine as needed up to
40 °C or 60 °C. We advise you to wash your washable mats regularly.
Vacuuming, to prevent dirt from accumulating the becomming embedded on the mat floor.
In order to extend the life span of your mat, you should use steam or spray extraction cleaning
from time to time.
This type of cleaning is only recommended for pure rubber mats. Please do not treat mats
with textile surface with a high-pressure cleaning appliance.
Simple shaking to remove dirt and dust is sufficient for the maintenance of this mat.

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

In order to maintain cleanliness and functionality, we recommend occasional brushing to keep
your mat clean.
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Please do not tumble dry.
Lay out flat for drying. Please do not tumble dry.
Compliant with fire protection classification EN13501-1.
Compliant with fire protection classification DOC-FF-1-70.
Most mats in our product range have a backing made out of 100 % nitrile rubber and not PVC
like many lower priced imported products. Toxic gases and vapours may leak from the PVC
mats in the case of a fire and that is why we do not recommend the use of PVC backed mats in
certain locations within commercial and industrial buildings.
The majority of Kleen-Tex products are suitable for underfloor heating.
High light resistance. These mats will retain their colour even when exposed to strong
sunlight for long periods of time.

All Kleen-Tex products that comply with the EN 14041 classification are marked with this
symbol. These products have been tested and certified by the ÖTI (Institute for Ecology,
Technology and Innovation). The institute tested the electrostatic behavior and electrical
resistance of these floor mats and concluded that they were antistatic.
These mats can be customised to suit individual requirements.
These mats offer photorealistic printing according RGB 1998.

Realise your ideas with our new special shape option. In addition to our extensive product
range, we offer the possibility of special shapes for certain products. All of our products with
the possibility of a special shape are marked with the special shape symbol.
Product made of recycled PET.
Antibacterial mats for use in areas where good hygiene is critical.
Products with antimicrobial properties are marked in our brochure with this symbol.
Our rubber backed products have been certified by NFSI (National Floor Safety Institute).
NFSI is intended to provide product manufacturers the means to have their products
independently evaluated for slip resistance.

Imprint:
Publisher: Kleen-Tex Industries GmbH, Kaiser Nordwand - Fürhölzl 2, 6341 Ebbs / Kufstein, Austria
Commercial Register: LG Innsbruck, HRB 52282k VAT-Number: ATU 32251700
Responsible for content: Kleen-Tex Industries GmbH, Marketing Department
Pictures: Kleen-Tex, Vanilla Photography, Time Shot Photography, Felsch Fotodesign, Shutterstock
Errors and omissions excepted as well as technical changes. Colours shown in this catalogue are just for
representation and should not be used as a basis for approvals. Therefore please use our colour-samples where
available.

Mats Made in Europe!

Kleen-Tex Polska, Suchedniów

Kleen-Tex United Kingdom, Bolton

Kleen-Tex Austria, Ebbs / Kufstein

ABOUT KLEEN-TEX

KLEEN-TEX – THE WORLD AT YOUR FEET

Kleen-Tex Industries is one of the world’s leading mat
manufacturers. Founded in the United States city of LaGrange in
1967, Kleen-Tex has decades of experience of mat development
and production and now has a world-wide reputation for delivering
quality innovative products backed up by excellent customer
service.

Kleen-Tex Industries is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
mats, with more than five decades of experience in development
and production of mats and matting systems.

We are proud of our strong manufacturing presence in Europe,
where our three operational locations in Austria, Poland and the
United Kingdom deliver a pan-European service.
»
»
»
»
»
»

Decades of experience
Innovative products
Bespoke Design Service
Excellent Customer Relations
Fast delivery times
Top quality dirt, dust and moisture trapping mats,
many of which can be laundered
» Robust and long-lasting mats
» Made in Europe
» Certified and accredited by world-class institutes

Our unrivalled expertise allows us to produce a wide range of mats
for any application, from dirt and moisture trapping to health and
safety and anti-fatigue products. Many of our mats are more than
just functional and can also be used for promotional purposes
to create a personalised and eye-catching message for your
customers and your workforce.
We are passionate about helping you to Make More of Your Floor.

Kleen-Tex is a member of various laundry organisations and textile associations:

O T
Ostdeutscher Textilreinigungs-Verband e.V.
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Mat placement

Design and technology for practical applications

Decades of experience in the mat business have taught us that a mat can be so much more than just a dirt and
moisture trapper at the doorway.
Mats enable you to make use of one of the largest untapped communications opportunities – the floor. They
can deliver anything from a simple welcome, to reinforcing your company identity. They can promote sales
and marketing messages, highlight health and safety hazards, or simply add a unique design statement to help
personalise your building.
CLEANLINESS AND HYGIENE
Did you know that…
…an average of 80 % of dirt gets into a building through the entrance?
…an average of 40 % of all cleaning costs are spent on floor cleaning?
Strategically placed mats can make a major difference to dirt and moisture entrapment, and dramatically reduce
cleaning costs.
THE INTELLIGENT APPROACH
All too often, areas of high footfall are graced by a single, inappropriate mat which soon becomes overwhelmed
by the assault on its capabilities.
Kleen-Tex advocates the use of a three-mat system, each of which undertakes a particular function.

1
2
3

Removes loose grit and some initial moisture
Soaks up more moisture and any remaining grit
Takes up the residue, ensuring footwear is as clean and as dry as possible before entering the
main part of the building

		

SAFETY AND WELL-BEING
Did you know that…
…nearly a third of workers believe that where they work affects their health?
…of those, 44 % of their health issues concerned back pain?
Standing for long periods can put pressure on the back and joints, causing pain and inflammation. Well-being
mats with high quality cushioning can help reduce such symptoms.
Well-being mats can also help reduce the spread of bacteria and cross-contamination within buildings.
COMMUNICATION AND IMAGE
Did you know that...
…99 % of people look towards the floor when entering a building?
…the floor is the largest untapped potential advertising space other than the sky?
People instinctively look towards the floor on entering a building, to check where they are going. This means that
the floor offers huge potential as an advertising space, and a mat is an ideal promotional vehicle, carrying a logo
or pertinent message as well as trapping dirt and moisture.
Our high-quality print and colour technologies enable us to offer a wide range of promotional and aesthetic mat
products to help you make more of your floor.
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Mat placement

Design and technology for practical applications
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Design and technology for practical applications
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Mat placement

Design and technology for practical applications
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Remove coarse grit and heavy soil / Reduce dirt and slash cleaning costs
Remove grit and moisture / Protect your staff and visitors
Remove fine dirt and moisture / Give your floors the WOW factor
Health & safety in the workplace
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Entrance Mats

An opportunity to make a great first impression

2

3
1

Our entrance mats offer you a choice of product functionality, and if you follow our recommendations to use The
Intelligent Approach to matting, you can significantly reduce your cleaning costs and health and safety risk.

The Intelligent Approach involves using a combination of specially chosen mats which fulfil a particular function:
MAT 1
MAT 2
MAT 3

Removes loose grit and some initial moisture
Soaks up more moisture and any remaining grit
Takes up the residue, ensuring footwear is as clean and as dry as possible before entering the main part
of the building

We have a wide range of mats to suit any type of building entrance and if you follow our advice to cover the widest
area of footfall your mats will help keep your entranceways pristine for much longer.
8

ENTRANCE MATS

Entrance

Superb dirt absorption for highly frequented areas
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 150 cm
115 x 175 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 11 - 12 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
NFSI High-Traction

1 2 3 4

Our Entrance mats are perfectly suited for busy areas due to their
high dirt absorption rate and slip resistant rubber backing.

COLOURS:
BLACK BROWN DF 000

WHY CHOOSE ENTRANCE?
» Dust, dirt and moisture control
» Durable nylon surface
» Slip-resistant rubber backinging
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe

GRANITE DF 647

APPLICATIONS:
» Indoor placement

MIDNIGHT GREY DF 648

ENTRANCE MATS
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Iron-Horse

Durable and versatile with high dirt capacity

1 2 3 4

BLACK BROWN DF 000

BLACK STEEL DF 681

BLACK PEARL DF 646

GRANITE DF 647

BLACK BLUE DF 711

» Extraordinary dirt catching performance
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Light- and colour resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» 11 years warranty against significant colour loss
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Entrances
» Hallways
» Elevators
» Receptions
» Restrooms

TEE
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm available for Black
Pearl, Black Steel, Black Cedar,
Granite and Midnight Grey
STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 11 - 12 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

BLACK SCARLET DF 652

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction

MIDNIGHT GREY DF 648

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
10

ENTRANCE MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

BLACK CEDAR DF 676

WHY CHOOSE IRON-HORSE?

EARS

BLACK MINK DF 675

A high capacity for dirt capture and great durability make the IronHorse a popular choice for busy areas such as entrances, corridors, lift
areas and reception desks.
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COLOURS:
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Iron-Horse XL

More pile for increased dirt-trapping performance
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

85 cm
115 cm
150 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm

1 2 3 4

With a higher pile than the Iron-Horse, this mat has an increased
ability to trap dirt and moisture, delivering superior performance in
areas of heavy traffic.

COLOURS:
WILLOW DF 926

WHY CHOOSE IRON-HORSE XL?
» Extraordinary dirt catching performance
» Enhanced water holding capability
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Light- and colour resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» 11 years warranty against significant colour loss
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:

SILVER BIRCH DF 803

EBONY DF 972

» Entrances with heavy traffic

HEIGHT:

approx. 13 - 14 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction

TEAK DF 971

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
ENTRANCE MATS
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Monotone

Brighten up your building with colourful monotone mats

1 2 3 4

HOLLY 013

SCARLET 040

SMOKEY MOUNT 047

REGAL RED 134

SAHARA 157

NAVY 858

RAVEN BLACK 875

» Complementary plain colours
» Dust, dirt and moisture control
» Extremely durable nylon surface
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Light- and colour resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» 11 years warranty against significant colour loss
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Busy public entrances
» Business receptions
» Hallways
» Elevators
» Restrooms

TEE

AN

MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

85 cm
115 cm
150 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 11 - 12 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
NFSI High-Traction

TAUPE 959

TERRACOTTA 964

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
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ENTRANCE MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

COOL GREY 014

WHY CHOOSE MONOTONE?

EARS

SLATE 012

With impeccable dirt capture capability and wide colour palette this
mat can provide a vibrant welcome in reception areas and a splash of
colour around your building.
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COLOURS:
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Super-Mat

Superior dirt-trapping qualities for high traffic areas
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface with
monofilament
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

85 cm
115 cm
150 cm

Super-Mat collects and traps coarse grit, using integrated fibres
to remove dirt from footwear whilst the high twist ensures the dirt
and moisture is retained in the mat. Ideal for busy entrances and in
corridors and lift areas.
» Dual performance - scrape and wipe
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Light- and colour resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» 11 years warranty against significant colour loss
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

» Heavy traffic areas
» Busy entrances

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

COLOURS:
HEATHER GREY DF 740

WHY CHOOSE SUPER-MAT?

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

1 2 3 4

approx. 9 - 10 mm

STORM GREY DF 691

BLACK LAVA DF 665

CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Dfl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
ENTRANCE MATS
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Wash-Horse

Super absorbancy for use in wet conditions

1 2 3 4
WHY CHOOSE WASH-HORSE?

APPLICATIONS:
» Heavy traffic areas
» Busy entrances
» Wet surface areas
» Areas with oil and water contamination
BLACK WHITE DF 818

TEE

AN

MATERIALS:

Cotton surface
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

85 cm
115 cm
150 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 13 - 14 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
NFSI High-Traction

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
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ENTRANCE MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

BLACK GREY DF 820

» Extremely high water absorption
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Light- and colour resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe

EARS

BLACK BROWN DF 819

A 100 % cotton surface makes the Wash-Horse a great moistureeater, and ideal for placing in areas where wet feet on smooth tile or
granite floors may cause a risk of slipping.
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COLOURS:
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Green-Horse

The green choice: made from recycled PET plastics, a sustainable and durable mat
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MATERIALS:

Polyester surface
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

85 cm
115 cm
150 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 10 - 11 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

NFSI High-Traction

ENTRANCE MATS

1 2 3 4

This is the environmentally friendly choice for keeping buildings clean.
With a pile made from recycled PET bottles and PVC free, the GreenHorse mat has great dirt capture properties, shorter drying times and
a higher heat resistance.

COLOUR:
SMOKEY BLACK G001

WHY CHOOSE GREEN-HORSE?
» Pile made out of recycled PET material
» Short drying time
» Higher heat resistance
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Light- and colour resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Front doors
» Entrances
» Lift doors
» Corridors
» Receptions
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Kleen-Scrape

Multi-purpose, with great resistance, this hardworking mat can be used anywhere

1 2 3 4
WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-SCRAPE?

CHEQUERBOARD

TEE

AN

MATERIALS:

Nitrile rubber

STANDARD SIZES:

Ribbed Pattern:
75 x 85 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
Chequerboard pattern:
115 x 175 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 5.5 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Efl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction

APPLICATIONS:
» Anywhere
» Multi-purpose

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
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ENTRANCE MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

» 100 % nitrile rubber mat for many applications
» Use indoors, outdoors or anywhere
» Slip resistant surface even when wet
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Oil and chemical resistant
» Anti-fatigue
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe

EARS

RIBBED

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, this hard-wearing rubber mat
is oil, fat, chemical, solvent, heat and cold resistant, and can be used
anywhere.

Y

PATTERNS:

*****
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Water-Horse

Amazing water retention capacity from this high-profile rubber edged mat
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MATERIALS:

Embossed polypropylene
surface
Embossed nitrile rubber core
and backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 90 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
115 x 175 cm
115 x 240 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 7 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Efl-s1
NFSI High-Traction

1 2 3 4

This mat comes with a containment border capable of holding up to
4.5 litres of water per square metre. With a high profile rubber edge
to aid water retention, the Water-Horse is designed to remove dirt,
grit and water from footwear and guarantees skid resistance. Ideal for
busy entrances, it can be used both indoors and outdoors.

COLOURS:
BLACK

WHY CHOOSE WATER-HORSE?
» Special mat with enormously high water retention capacity
» Extremely durable polypropylene surface
» Embossed waffle design
» Skid resistant rubber back
» High profile rubber edge to aid water retention
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee
» 11 years warranty against significant colour loss
» Made in Europe

BROWN

APPLICATIONS:

Detail:
Containtment border acts like a dam and
holds up water

ENTRANCE MATS

» Busy entrances
» Indoor and outdoor placement
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Concourse Tile

Heavy duty solid rubber scraper tiles take an aggressive approach to dirt trapping

1 2 3 4
WHY CHOOSE CONCOURSE TILE?

APPLICATIONS:

NTEE

ARA

MATERIALS:

Polymer enhanced heavy duty
SBR rubber

STANDARD SIZE:

50 x 100 cm
Module system allows for
unlimited size options

HEIGHTS:

12 mm and 18 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

Slip resistance:
TM 144:2011
Burning behaviour:
BS 6307:1982(2003)
/DOC‐FF‐1‐70
BS 4790:1987 (2014)

» Commercial indoor and outdoor use
» Entrances
» Public buildings
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ENTRANCE MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

» Surface or well installation
» Compatible with Matrix Tile system
» Slip resistant
» Unlimited modular size
» 100 % natural rubber
» Simple to fit
» PVC-free
» 1 year guarantee
» Made in Europe

AR

A solid rubber modular matting system for commercial outdoor or
indoor use. Supplied as solid units in 12 mm or 18 mm depths. This
product can be used in conjunction with Matrix Tile.

YE

DETAIL:

******

GU

Matrix Tile

Commercial, modular system for ultimate flexibility

AR

MATERIALS:

Nylon surface strips
Polymer enhanced heavy duty
SBR rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZE:

50 x 100 cm
Module system allows for
unlimited size options

HEIGHTS:

12 mm and 18 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

Slip resistance:
TM 144:2011
Burning behaviour:
BS 6307:1982(2003)
/DOC‐FF‐1‐70
BS 4790:1987 (2014)

NTEE

YE
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ARA

1 2 3 4

A primary matting system for commercial outdoor or indoor use. The
modules are supplied as solid units, complete with nylon wiper pads
available in two thicknesses for effective removal of foot borne dirt
and contaminants. Can be used in conjunction with Concourse Tile.

DETAIL:

WHY CHOOSE MATRIX TILE?
» Surface or well installation
» Compatible with Concourse Tile system
» Slip resistant
» Unlimited modular size
» 100 % natural rubber base
» Simple to fit
» PVC-free
» 1 year guarantee
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Entrances
» Public buildings

ENTRANCE MATS
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Logo & Promotional Mats

Tap into the commercial power of your floor

Logo & Promotional mats are a great way of communicating a wide number of messages to your customers. The
floor is the largest untapped advertising space other than the sky and we can help you harness its power.
Research shows that 99 % of people instinctively look down when entering a building or room, to check the
way forward is safe. That means that you could reach 99 % of people entering your premises or walking into a
particular area of your building with a powerful promotional message.

This could be anything from reinforcing your brand, to highlighting any special offers, or even warning of safety
hazards.
Our high-quality print technologies and excellent colour reproduction means that we can provide eye-catching
and innovative mats to suit any purpose or occasion.
20

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

Jet-Print

High performance bespoke mats that create a great impression
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

60 cm
75 cm
85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 9 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction

With a standard range of 44 amazing colours to choose from, you can
really go to town and create a bespoke mat that grabs attention. The
Jet-Print can be customised to your desired size and design and still
performs well in terms of dirt capture.
WHY CHOOSE JET-PRINT?
» Custom designs
» Stops dirt and moisture
» Durable nylon surface
» Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL possible
for a surcharge
» Special shapes possible
» Skid resistant rubber back
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Indoor placement
» Entrances
» Corporate identity
» Point of Sale
» Any marketing message

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

1 2 3 4
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Jet-Print Light

Lighter and more economical than the Jet-Print

1 2 3 4
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These mats are printed using exactly the same process as the JetPrint, but the pile and rubber have been slightly trimmed, to make the
mat lighter to handle and more economical to purchase whilst still
offering great print quality.
WHY CHOOSE JET-PRINT LIGHT?
» Stops dirt and moisture at the door
» High-twist nylon pile
» RGB 1998 and special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL
possible for a surcharge
» Special shapes possible
» Skid resistant rubber back
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Indoor placement
» Entrances
» Corporate identity
» Point of Sale
» Any marketing message

TEE

AN

MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

60 cm
75 cm
85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 7 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.
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GUAR

Jet-Print Vision

Velvet-like finish makes this ideal for detailed designs
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MATERIALS:

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

Straight-set nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

1 2 3 4

With its velvet-like, straight-set surface, this is the mat to choose for
intricate designs requiring a precision finish.

STANDARD SIZES:

WHY CHOOSE JET-PRINT VISION?

STANDARD WIDTHS:

» Excellent print image
» 44 standard colours or photorealistic printing according RGB 1998.
Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL possible for a
surcharge
» Special shapes possible
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Colour resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

60 cm
75 cm
85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 8 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1

APPLICATIONS:
» Events
» Point of Sale
» Advertising
» Any marketing message

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

STANDARD COLOURS:
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Jet-Print Vision Plus

Deeper pile finish creates a more luxurious product

1 2 3 4
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This is a more luxurious, deeper pile version of the Jet-Print Vision,
still offering a great surface for intricate designs and logos.
WHY CHOOSE JET-PRINT VISION PLUS?
» Excellent print image
» Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL possible
for a surcharge
» Special shapes possible
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Colour resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Events
» Point of Sale
» Advertising
» Any marketing message

TEE

AN

MATERIALS:

Straight-set nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
150 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

60 cm
75 cm
85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 10 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.
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Kleen-Way Rubber

Make a statement with this extra-long runner mat
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GUAR

MATERIALS:

Straight-set nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD WIDTHS:

85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

up to 2000 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 10 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1

This is the mat to add the WOW! Factor to your premises. Available up
to 20 metres long, and in 44 standard colours, this mat helps you make
a statement as well as doing a sterling job as a dirt catcher.
WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-WAY RUBBER?
» Extra long runner mat
» Custom designs
» Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL possible
for a surcharge
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Great dirt catching ability
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Events
» Big entrances
» Long corridors
» Any marketing message

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

1 2 3 4
COLOURS:
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Jet-Print Velour

Smooth and level velour surface enables top quality print finishes
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A smooth and level velour material enables you to print in a precise
and detailed manner with amazing colour quality, making the JetPrint Velour mat perfect for creating eye-catching presentations for
promotional sales, events and exhibitions.
WHY CHOOSE JET-PRINT VELOUR?
» Precision printing
» Excellent colour reproduction
» 44 standard colours or photorealistic printing according RGB 1998.
Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL possible for a
surcharge
» Fine nylon velour surface
» Special shapes possible
» Skid resistant rubber back
» PVC-free
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Events
» Exhibitions
» Any marketing message

TEE
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MATERIALS:

Velours surface
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
115 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

60 cm
75 cm
85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 6 mm

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.
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Patio

Create a focal point with versatile and colourful customised mats

1 2 3 4

LIMITED

MATERIALS:

Polyamide 6 surface
Vinyl backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

39 x 58 cm
45 x 75 cm
58 x 78 cm
78 x 118 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

39 cm
45 cm
58 cm
70 cm
78 cm
105 cm
210 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 2000 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 5 mm
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY:

Patio is a very versatile product. Whilst highly suited as a give-away
item this mat can also be used to enhance corporate identity, attract
attention at the point of sale and create eye-catching advertisements.

COLOURS:

Any design or colour
possible

WHY CHOOSE PATIO?
» Custom designs
» Special shapes possible
» High quality printing
» Any design or colour possible
» Great price
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Corporate Identity
» Point of Sale
» Advertising
» Give away promotion
» Merchandising
» Any marketing message

50 sqm

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS
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Event-Mat

Stand out from the crowd with superb graphic quality

1 2 3 4
STANDARD COLOURS:
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A wonderful opportunity to make floor space work for you is achieved
by using our customised Event-Mat. Available in a wide range of
lengths and widths and with superb graphic quality, these mats are
perfect for events and exhibitions.
WHY CHOOSE EVENT-MAT?
» Superb graphic clarity
» 44 standard colours or photorealistic printing according
RGB 1998. Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL
possible for a surcharge
» Special shapes possible
» 100 % velour and flexible latex combination
» Widths up to 2 m
» Lengths up to 20 m
» PVC-free
» Made in Europe

MATERIALS:

Polyamide 6 surface
Latex WV backing

WIDTHS:

up to 200 cm

LENGTHS:

up to 2000 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 6 mm

APPLICATIONS:
» Events
» Exhibitions
» Trade fairs

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

601

Big-Size

Ensure successful brand awareness in even the biggest event areas

1 2 3 4
MATERIALS:

Polyamide 6 surface
Textile or Easy Lift backing

WIDTHS:

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

up to 400 cm

LENGTHS:

up to 2000 or 4000 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 6 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY:

100 sqm

Big-Size allows you to take full advantage of large event areas to
promote your logo or brand message and increase awareness and
recognition. Available in a widths up to 4 m and lengths up to 40 m, this
flexible and scalable mat can really help to press home your message.

COLOURS:

Up to 12 colours per
design possible
(Pantone C or U or RAL)

WHY CHOOSE BIG-SIZE?
» Custom designs
» Advanced nylon surface
» Widths up to 4 m
» Lengths up to 40 m
» PVC-free
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Events
» Trade shows
» Point of Sale
» Any marketing message

Textile backing

Easy Lift backing

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS
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Bar-Mat

Our mats don’t just go on the floor…

1 2 3 4
COLOURS:

Photorealistic print
(CMYK and RGB)
RAL, HKS and
Pantone colours
possible

Our expertise in mat production is not just limited to floor mats.Taking
our technology we have produced a range of functional bar runner
mats. With slip-resistant rubber backs, these polyester mats can be
customised with high quality print for multi-purpose use, including
events and at point of sale.
» Photorealistic sublimation print
» Popular polyester and flexible nitrile rubber combination
» Special shapes possible
» Machine washable
» Slip-resistant rubber
» PVC-free
» Made in Europe

Knitted polyester surface
(absorbing material)
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZES:

23 x 43 cm
24 x 89 cm
19 x 60 cm

More sizes on request
HEIGHT:

approx. 1.3 mm
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY:

50 pieces

APPLICATIONS:
» Events
» Point of Sale
» Advertisement
» Give-Aways
» Merchandising

30

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

WHY CHOOSE BAR-MAT?

MATERIALS:

Ad-Mat

Photo-realistic precision delivers a first-class advertising opportunity for your floor

1 2 3 4
MATERIALS:

Non-woven polyester surface
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

40 x 60 cm
50 x 75 cm
60 x 85 cm
85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 200 cm
115 x 180 cm
115 x 200 cm
150 x 200 cm

Special sizes on request
Maximum size 150 x 200 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 1.7 mm
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY:

50 pieces

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

This slip-resistant mat is especially effective for drawing attention
to specific advertising messages or special offers at point of sale.
Perfect for promotions and events, this photorealistic product will
help your message to stand out from the rest.
WHY CHOOSE AD-MAT?

COLOURS:

Photorealistic print
(CMYK and RGB)
RAL, HKS and
Pantone colours
possible

» Photorealistic sublimation print
» Popular polyester and flexible nitrile rubber combination
» Machine washable
» Slip-resistant rubber
» Many different sizes
» PVC-free
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Events
» Point of Sale
» Advertisement
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Aura

High-resolution printed vinyl mat for use on any surface

1 2 3 4
COLOURS:

Photorealistic print
(CMYK)

Perfect for point of sale advertising, it is possible to reproduce virtually
any graphic on this vinyl mat. Using high-resolution, photo-quality
printing, these mats are ideal for bright, colourful messages and can
be used on walls as well as floors.
WHY CHOOSE AURA?

APPLICATIONS:

Vinyl surface
Vinyl backing

STANDARD WIDTHS:

26 cm
38 cm
47 cm
65 cm
97 cm
195 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

Minimum length 20 cm
Maximum length 1000 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 2 mm
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY:

on demand

» Point of Sale
» Product placement
» Exhibitions
» Merchandising
» Wall covering
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LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

» Custom designs
» High resolution digital print quality
» Point of sale placement
» Multi-surface use, including walls
» Durable vinyl
» Special shapes possible
» Low profile construction
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Made in Europe

MATERIALS:

Flare

Custom printed grass effect mats designed to stand up to the elements

1 2 3 4
MATERIALS:

PA HS with monofilament
Black recycled vinyl backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

39 x 58 cm
50 x 75 cm
67 x 110 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

39 cm
50 cm
67 cm
100 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

Maximum length 2000 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 7 mm
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY:

50 sqm

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

Designed to withstand the toughest weather conditions, these
resilient mats have drainage holes to prevent water logging and
can be hosed down to keep them looking fresh and clean, and their
advertising messages bright and clear.

COLOURS:

Any design or colour
possible.

WHY CHOOSE FLARE?
» Custom designs
» Decorative brush mat
» Suitable for outdoor use
» Special shapes possible
» Weather resistant
» Drainage holes
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Outdoor
» Entrances
» Adverse weather
» Giveaway promotional products
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Logo Outdoor

A premium grass effect mat available in vibrant colours

1 2 3 4
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Unique to Kleen-Tex, this is the first outdoor grass effect mat
that is available in a huge range of vibrant colours to personalize
your promotional messages. These heavy-duty mats are weather
resistant, and are unaffected by coarse dirt, providing a stunning
entrance to your premises whatever the weather.
WHY CHOOSE LOGO OUTDOOR?
» Specifically developed for outdoor use
» Durable nylon grass effect surface
» Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL possible
for a surcharge
» Special shapes possible
» Kleeted non-slip backing
» UV Light-resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe

TEE
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MATERIALS:

Nylon grass effect surface
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD WIDTHS:

50 cm
85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 8 mm

APPLICATIONS:
» Outdoor placement
» Entrances
» Sales booths
» Sport events

LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.
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Kleen-Komfort Design

An anti-fatigue mat that can be personalized with any design or logo
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber foam centre
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

55 x 78 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 285 cm*

HEIGHT:

approx. 20 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

DOC‐FF‐1‐70
NFSI High-Traction
* Please note:
The size 85 x 285 cm is not
launderable - please use
vacuum cleaner or steam
cleaner

This stylish mat has all the anti-fatigue properties of the KleenKomfort range but comes in 44 colours and can be printed, making it
the perfect choices in workplaces where aesthetics matter
WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-KOMFORT DESIGN?
» Anti-fatigue mat
» Custom designs
» Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL possible
for a surcharge
» Extremely durable nylon surface
» Relief for muscles and joints
» Cushioned for long standing comfort
» Low profile edges
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Workstations and counters
» Anywhere staff stand for long periods

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
LOGO & PROMOTIONAL MATS
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Anti-Fatigue Mats

Prevent possible health issues caused by standing for long periods

A workforce that spends a lot of time on its feet is susceptible to back and joint damage, so it makes both pastoral
and economic sense to protect employees from the stresses and strains of standing up to work.
With sitting set to be classed as the new smoking in terms of negative affects on long-term health, sedentary
workers are being encouraged to spend more time standing up to work. But they, too, need to be protected from
potential back and joint injuries.

36

ANTI-FATIGUE MATS

Kleen-Foam

Cushions and protects, reducing fatigue
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MATERIAL:

Rubber foam
STANDARD SIZES:

45 x 75 cm
70 x 135 cm

HEIGHT:

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

approx. 11.5 mm

1 2 3 4

This 100 % nitrile foam mat literally cushions employees who have to
stand for long periods of time, helping to reduce fatigue and improve
well-being.

DETAIL:

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-FOAM?
» Excellent anti-fatigue properties
» Improves employee well being
» Improves productivity
» Impact resistance minimises product or tool breakage due to
accidental drop
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Workstations

ANTI-FATIGUE MATS
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Kleen-Kushion

Durable and practical as well as cushioning and protecting

1 2 3 4

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-KUSHION?

TEE
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MATERIAL:

Nitrile rubber
STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 150 cm
115 x 175 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 8 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 14041 Antistatic

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

» Anti-fatigue mat
» Castellated pattern for better grip
» Rubber foam construction for comfort
» Skid resistant rubber back
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe

EARS

The rubber foam construction of this anti-fatigue mat combines
durability with practicality. It is suitable for indoor and outdoor use,
in wet or dry conditions offering comfort and protection wherever
workers stand.

Y

DETAIL:

*****

GUAR

APPLICATIONS:
» Indoor or outdoor
» Workstations and counters
» Anywhere staff stand for long periods
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ANTI-FATIGUE MATS

Kushion-Koil

Active comfort zones for targeted protection
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MATERIAL:

Nitrile rubber
STANDARD SIZES:

75 x 85 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 7.5 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

EN 13501-1 / Dfl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction

1 2 3 4

This clever mat is constructed from 100 % nitrile rubber and is
designed with active comfort zones on its surface to massage feet
where they stand and help protect against leg, foot and back fatigue.
It also offers great protection from cold floors.

DETAIL:

WHY CHOOSE KUSHION-KOIL?
» Anti-fatigue workplace mat
» Active comfort zones massage feet where they stand
» 100 % nitrile rubber
» Skid resistant rubber back
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Employee well-being
» Areas with standing activity

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
ANTI-FATIGUE MATS
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Kleen-Thru Plus

Hygienic and protective, ideal for use in wet areas

1 2 3 4
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With ribbed holes for drainage, this washable workspace mat is made
from 100 % nitrile rubber with built-in anti-bacterial properties* that
last for the life of the mat. Integrated with foam nitrile rubber, this
versatile mat helps to ease the fatigue in jobs where long periods of
standing are required, such as professional kitchens, bar areas, wet
rooms and production facilities.

Y

DETAIL:
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GUAR

MATERIAL:

Nitrile rubber
STANDARD SIZES:

86 x 60 cm
86 x 143 cm

HEIGHT:

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-THRU PLUS?

approx. 8 mm

» Anti-bacterial properties make it ideal for kitchen placement
» Ribbed surface with holes for drainage
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Low temperature resistance -30°C
» Oil and chemical resistant
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe

EN 13501-1 / Efl-s1
AATCC 30 / AATCC 100
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction

CERTIFICATIONS:

» Indoor or outdoor placement
» Professional kitchens
» Bars
» Wet areas

* NAMSA (North American Science Associates) has indicated that Kleen-Thru Plus is rated 0/NZ (no growth, no zone) in the AATCC TM 30,
Part 111 test, meaning this mat has an effective fungi static treatment that helps control the bacterial and fungal growth that cause odour
in the mat.
The anti-microbial treatment is registered in the USA by the Environmental Protection Agency and is bound and non-migrating, which
means it is present for the life of the mat and will not wash off or rub off even when subjected to prolonged industrial washing. This
treatment only protects the Kleen-Thru Plus mat and not the people who are using it. Always clean this product properly after each use.
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Accessories:
Mat Connector for secure linking of
multiple mats

ANTI-FATIGUE MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

APPLICATIONS:

Kleen-Komfort Standard

Durable premium rubber foam anti-fatigue mat
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MATERIALS:

Nitrile rubber
Nitrile foam centre

STANDARD SIZES:

60 x 85 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 285 cm*

HEIGHT:

approx. 15 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

DOC‐FF‐1‐70
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction
* Please note:
The size 85 x 285 cm is not
launderable - please use
vacuum cleaner, brush or
high pressure cleaner

1 2 3 4

With low profile edges and generous foam cushioning, this durable
rubber mat combines excellent traction and fatigue relief for muscles
and joints.

DETAIL:

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-KOMFORT STANDARD?
» Heavy-duty anti-fatigue mat for industrial areas
» Relief for muscles and joints
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Cushioned for long standing comfort
» Low profile edges
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Industrial workstations and counters
» Anywhere staff stand for long periods

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
ANTI-FATIGUE MATS
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Kleen-Komfort Safety
Extra safety protection

1 2 3 4

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-KOMFORT SAFETY?

APPLICATIONS:

TEE
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MATERIALS:

Nitrile rubber
Nitrile foam centre

STANDARD SIZES:

55 x 78 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 285 cm*

HEIGHT:

approx. 15 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

DOC‐FF‐1‐70
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction
* Please note:
The size 85 x 285 cm is not
launderable - please use
vacuum cleaner, brush or
high pressure cleaner

» Industrial workstations and counters
» Anywhere staff stand for long periods

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
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ANTI-FATIGUE MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

» Heavy-duty anti-fatigue mat for industrial areas
» Relief for muscles and joints
» Skid resistant rubber back
» Cushioned for long standing comfort
» Safety model with bright coloured edging
» Low profile edges
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe

EARS

With this same low-profile edges and generous foam cushioning
as the standard version, Kleen-Komfort Safety has bright yellow
borders to draw attention to, and increase awareness of, dangerous
or hazardous areas in the industrial workplace.

Y

DETAIL:

*****

GUAR

Kleen-Komfort Soft

Soft nylon surface with cushioned rubber foam backing

TEE
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*****

GUAR

MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile foam centre
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

55 x 78 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 285 cm*

HEIGHT:

approx. 21 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
NFSI High-Traction
* Please note:
The size 85 x 285 cm is not
launderable - please use
vacuum cleaner or steam
cleaner

1 2 3 4

With a stylish soft, yet durable nylon surface, this mat offers the
perfect solution for workers who stand for long periods. Its antifatigue properties are provided by the 100 % nitrile foam cushioning.

DETAIL:

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-KOMFORT SOFT?
» Extremely durable nylon surface
» Anti-fatigue mat for industrial areas
» Relief for muscles and joints
» Cushioned for long standing comfort
» Low profile edges
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» 11 years warranty against significant colour loss
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Workstations and counters
» Anywhere staff stand for long periods

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
ANTI-FATIGUE MATS
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Kleen-Komfort Office

Made from hard working polypropylene

1 2 3 4
WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-KOMFORT OFFICE?

TEE

AN

MATERIALS:

Embossed polypropylene
surface
Nitrile rubber foam centre
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZES:

55 x 78 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 285 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 18 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

DOC‐FF‐1‐70
NFSI High-Traction

APPLICATIONS:
» Office workstations and counters
» Anywhere staff stand for long periods
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ANTI-FATIGUE MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

» Extremely durable polypropylene surface
» Anti-fatigue mat for office areas
» Relief for muscles and joints
» Cushioned for long standing comfort
» Low profile edges
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee
» Made in Europe

EARS

With a polypropylene surface and rubber backing, this durable slipresistant mat is designed for office workers who spend long periods
standing at work stations and counters.

Y

DETAIL:

*****

GUAR

Kleen-Komfort Design

An anti-fatigue mat that can be personalized with any design or logo

TEE
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GUAR

MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber foam centre
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

55 x 78 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 285 cm*

HEIGHT:

approx. 20 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

DOC‐FF‐1‐70
NFSI High-Traction
* Please note:
The size 85 x 285 cm is not
launderable - please use
vacuum cleaner or steam
cleaner

This stylish mat has all the anti-fatigue properties of the KleenKomfort range but comes in 44 colours and can be printed, making it
the perfect choices in workplaces where aesthetics matter
WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-KOMFORT DESIGN?
» Anti-fatigue mat
» Custom designs
» Special colours going by Pantone, HKS or RAL possible
for a surcharge
» Extremely durable nylon surface
» Relief for muscles and joints
» Cushioned for long standing comfort
» Low profile edges
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Workstations and counters
» Anywhere staff stand for long periods

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
ANTI-FATIGUE MATS

1 2 3 4
COLOURS:
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Kleen-Ergo

Robust anti-fatigue mats for specialist environments
KLEEN-ERGO BASIC
Robust construction for the
toughest of environments
A robust, multi-purpose
anti- fatigue mat suitable for all
areas of high footfall and stand-up
workstations such as workbenches,
assembly and production lines,
milling machines, on gratings, or at
bar counters and retail checkouts.
Size: 135 x 100 cm or as a made to
measure floor tile system

KLEEN-ERGO ESD
Designed for use in sensitive
environments
This contact resistant mat is
designed for use in sensitive
electronic work environments, or
in areas subject to explosion
hazards.
Conforms to EN 61340-4-1
resistance standards.
Size: 135 x 100 cm or as a made to
measure floor tile system

KLEEN-ERGO INLAY
Personalised to suit your
environment
Enjoy all the benefits of the
Kleen-Ergo range but customize
your mat with a separately printed
inlay which fits into the recess.
Size: 135 x 100 cm or as a made to
measure floor tile system
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ANTI-FATIGUE MATS

Kleen-Ergo

Robust anti-fatigue mats for specialist environments
KLEEN-ERGO OIL
Ideal for oily, industrial environments
A mat for all high-footfall areas and
stand-up workstations, Kleen-Ergo
Oil is designed to resist contact
with natural and mineral oils,
solvents and industrial cleaning
products.
Size: 135 x 100 cm or as a made to
measure floor tile system

KLEEN-ERGO FIRE
Flame retardant and heat resistant
This mat conforms with the
EN 13501-1 specification for
flame-retardance and can be
used in public buildings. It meets
specification EN 13501-1:2009,
meaning it offers short-time heat
resistance against flying sparks
and welding beads, making it
appropriate for use at welding
workstations.
Size: 135 x 100 cm or as a made to
measure floor tile system

KLEEN-ERGO CLEAN
Great for use in catering areas
This solid mat is made with
biocidal rubber compound
to prevent bacterium and fungus
formation, making it particularly
suitable for use in industrial
kitchens and canteens.
Size: 135 x 100 cm or as a made to
measure floor tile system

ANTI-FATIGUE MATS
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Health & Safety Mats

Practical and Protective Mats for all eventualities

Health and safety in the workplace is vitally important for both workers and visitors in a building. Recognising
and preventing hazardous situations in the workplace is vital to ensure a happy and productive workforce which
operates in a safe environment and for customers to feel safe and protected when visiting.
Our range of Well-being mats offers a great choice of carefully designed, practical products that suit your
particular workspace.
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HEALTH & SAFETY MATS

High Visibility Mat

Highlights potential hazards
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

STANDARD SIZES:

85 x 120 cm
85 x 150 cm
85 x 300 cm
115 x 175 cm
115 x 240 cm

STANDARD WIDTHS:

60 cm
75 cm
85 cm
115 cm
150 cm
200 cm

STANDARD LENGTHS:

all lengths up to 400 cm

BESPOKE LENGTHS:

up to 700 cm
HEIGHT:

approx. 9 mm

1 2 3 4

A durable logo mat offering customised and highly visible messages
or graphics to draw attention to any potential hazards and to remind
people to take care.

COLOURS:
632

WHY CHOOSE HIGH VISIBILITY MAT?
» Printed safety message
» Highly visible graphics
» Custom designs
» Dust, dirt and moisture control
» Skid resistant rubber back
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 5 years Manufacturers Guarantee*
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:

S 1382

» Indoor placement
» Workplaces
» Factory
» Offices

CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic
NFSI High-Traction

* 2 years under industrial laundry conditions
HEALTH & SAFETY MATS
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Kable-Mat

Tidies up dangerous loose wires and cables

1 2 3 4
WHY CHOOSE KABLE-MAT?

TEE
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing with
integrated cable channel

STANDARD SIZE:

40 x 120 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 13 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Dfl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic

APPLICATIONS:
» Indoor placement
» Anywhere loose cables or wires present a possible trip
hazards
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HEALTH & SAFETY MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

» Reduce tripping accidents in the workplace
» Tidies loose wires and cables
» Skid resistant rubber back with integrated cable run
» Eye-catching border graphics to highlight potential hazard
» Extremely durable nylon surface
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe

EARS

This cleverly designed mat has a durable nylon surface and rubber
backing with integrated cable run to secure loose cables and wires and
a high-visibility border to highlight a potential hazard.

Y

COLOUR:

*****

GUAR

Kable-Mat Rubber Top

Robust cable mat suitable for outdoor use
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MATERIALS:

Nitrile rubber surface
Nitrile rubber backing with
integrated cable channel

STANDARD SIZE:

40 x 120 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 4.8 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size.

EN 13501-1 / Efl-s1
EN 14041 Antistatic

1 2 3 4

Suitable for use outdoors, the rubber topped version of Kable-Mat
enables it to be used in conditions where oil, grease and chemicals are
present.

DETAIL:

WHY CHOOSE KABLE-MAT RUBBER TOP?
» Reduce tripping accidents in the workplace
» Tidies loose wires and cables
» Suitable where oil and chemicals are present
» Can be used outdoors
» Skid resistant rubber back with integrated cable run
» Eye-catching border graphics to highlight potential hazard
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Indoor or outdoor placement
» Anywhere loose cables or wires present a possible trip
hazard

HEALTH & SAFETY MATS
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Kleen-Sticky Mat / Frame

The ultimate trapper of foot-borne contaminants

1 2 3 4
COLOURS:
WHITE

Designed for use in workplaces where hygiene is paramount, these
clever sticky mats offer maximum removal of fine dust, dirt and other
contaminants. Available in quantities of 30 or 60 layers, our sticky
polyethylene mats will remove contamination from shoes and trolley
wheels, making them ideal for use in laboratories, hospitals, surgeries
or clean operating areas.

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-STICKY MAT / FRAME?

BLUE

» Maximise reduction of foot borne contamination
» Facilitates cart and foot traffic
» 30 or 60 layers of instant renewed protection
» Anti-bacterial element
» Optional nitrile rubber containment frame
» Easy relocation
» Quick removal
» Made in Europe

Kleen-Sticky Mat:
Polyethylene layers
Kleen-Sticky Mat Frame:
Nitrile rubber

STANDARD SIZES:

Kleen-Sticky Mat:
90 x 45 cm, 90 x 60 cm,
115 x 45 cm, 115 x 60 cm,
115 x 90 cm
Kleen-Sticky Mat Frame:
126 x 56 cm,126 x 71 cm,
126 x 101 cm

FRAME HEIGHT:

approx. 7 mm

KLEEN-STICKY MAT FRAME

APPLICATIONS:
» Medical facility
» Surgery
» Laboratory
» Clean room entrance
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HEALTH & SAFETY MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

The Sticky-Mat Frame, designed to hold the Kleen-Sticky mats
securely and facilitate easy relocation and floor maintenance, is
constructed from slip-resistant nitrile rubber and has low profile
edges for cart traffic.

MATERIALS:

Water-Kooler Mat
No more slops and slips
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MATERIALS:

High-twist nylon surface
Nitrile rubber backing

STANDARD SIZE:

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

85 x 60 cm

HEIGHT:

approx. 11 - 12 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Cfl-s1

1 2 3 4

A customised mat to fit round your water cooler and ensure that the
area around the device stays dry and protects against potential spills
and slip hazards.
WHY CHOOSE WATER-KOOLER MAT?
» Custom fit mat for water dispensers
» Extremely durable nylon surface with bright solid colors
» Kleeted skid resistant rubber back
» PVC-free
» Suitable for underfloor heating
» 2 years guarantee
» 11 years warranty against significant colour loss
» Made in Europe
APPLICATIONS:
» Indoor placement
» Absorbs spills and moisture around water dispensers

COLOURS:
SLATE 012

HOLLY 013

COOL GREY 014

SCARLET 040

SMOKEY MOUNT 047

REGAL RED 134

SAHARA 157

NAVY 858

RAVEN BLACK 875

TAUPE 959

TERRACOTTA 964

HEALTH & SAFETY MATS
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Kleen-Tile

Easily installed, safe and hygienic

1 2 3 4

PASTEL BLUE

» UV resistant
» Reduced wet area accidents
» Soft touch traction for bare feet
» Modular, for any area shape or size
» Easily installed via a simple push-connect system
» Easy clean – simply hose or mop down
» Edging options available on request
» 3 years or 3 million crossings guarantee
» Made in Europe

TEE

AN

MATERIAL:

Vinyl

TILE SIZE:

30.4 x 30.4 cm
Interlocking tile system allows
for unlimited size options
HEIGHT:

approx. 10 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

EN 13501-1 / Bfl-s1

APPLICATIONS:
GREY
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» Poolsides
» Wet rooms
» Locker rooms
» Shower rooms

HEALTH & SAFETY MATS

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-TILE?

EARS

DARK BLUE

Curved lines and hollow construction promote immediate drainage,
allowing water to pass directly through the Kleen-Tile, whilst the soft
surface provides a comfortable, slip-resistant, safe and dry cushioned
surface for bare feet. Any dirt that falls through the mat can simply be
hosed away from the floor underneath.

Y

COLOURS:

*****
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Kleen-Wave

Specialist safety matting for wet areas
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MATERIAL:

Recyclable PET plastic
TILE SIZE:

58 x 100 cm

For all mats we reseve the right of production-related tolerance of +/- 5 % in size. Colours are subject to commercial tolerance.

HEIGHT:

approx. 9 mm
CERTIFICATIONS:

DIN 51097: A + B + C
EN 13451/15288-1: 30

1 2 3 4

Designed specifically for use in wet areas, either indoors or outdoors,
this clever modular matting has anti-microbial properties to keep
areas hygienic and excellent traction for bare feet. It’s modular
interlocking structure makes it flexible and ideal for use in large areas
and best of all it is 100 % recyclable. Ideal for pool sides, saunas and
shower rooms, it is also great in commercial and industrial areas where
safety and hygiene is critical.

COLOURS:
DARK BLUE

WHY CHOOSE KLEEN-WAVE?
» Reduced wet area accidents
» Soft touch traction for bare feet
» Modular - ideal for areas large or small
» Anti-microbial properties will not support bacterial growth
» Can be 100 % recycled
» 2 years or 2 million crossings guarantee
» Made in Europe

PASTEL BLUE

APPLICATIONS:
» Poolsides
» Wet rooms
» Locker rooms
» Shower rooms

HEALTH & SAFETY MATS

GRAPHITE
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Accessories

Product samples / Labels and embossing

PRODUCT SAMPLES
Whilst every effort has
been made to ensure the
colours illustrated in this
brochure are as accurate
as possible, there may be
some colour distortion.
We strongly recommend
that before ordering you
ask to see our colour
samples and sample
books, which will allow
you to choose from the
original colours and see
the structure of our pile.

LABELS / EMBOSSING
We offer a labelling and
embossing service for all
rubber-backed mats,
enabling you to
personalize your mats
with your company
details and messages.
Production of your
individual labels or
embossing plates takes
up to three weeks from
design approval.
Minimum order quantity
for labels is 250.
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BACK LABELS:
For your company logo, washing
instructions, mat descriptions etc. on
the back of the mat.

WHITE BACK LABELS:
White stripe on the back of the mat.
You can mark them with a water-proof
felt pen, to mark inventory numbers or
internal information etc.

BORDER LABELS:
For your website or logo on the front
side of the mat.

EMBOSSING:
Embossing the back, for example for
your company logo etc.

Accessories

Velcro / Data chips

VELCRO
Primary use of velcro is to
fix the mats in one place.
The hook part should be
stuck to the floor where
the mat will be placed and
the second loop part is
integrated on to the mat
backing. When you lay
out the mat and join the
two parts together, the
mat will be fixed to the
floor. This is a possible
solution for mats being
used in places where
many people and
shopping carts pass over
the mat. Available in 10 x
10 cm.

DATA CHIPS
For the storage of specific
information about a
mat there is also the
possibility to integrate
data chips.
These will be provided
by you and we will
incorporate them into
the mat during the
manufacturing process.
To show the position of
the data chips externally,
we can place an additional
label on the mat backing
above the chip position.
Data chips are extremely
efficient and also
especially long lasting.
Our sales team will gladly
offer further advice.
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Production

Top Quality Mats made in Europe

Quality, service and flexibility are our
watchwords and we take enormous
pride in our ability to deliver even the
most complicated bespoke order
quickly, efficiently and on time.

Yarn used to produce our Entrance Mats

Our entire production process, from tufting to bonding,
takes place at our manufacturing location in Poland, which
means that we have full control over production schedules
and can offer fast and accurate delivery timescales.
There are direct links between all our customer sales teams
throughout Europe and our production site, facilitating
excellent communication and accurate delivery timescales.
Tufting process
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Winding up of tufted pile

Production

Top Quality Mats made in Europe

Chromojet printing process

Winding up of printed pile

Bonding

Trimming of bonded products
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Kleen-Tex
Kleen-TexPolska
PolskaSp.
Sp.z zo.o.o.o.
ul.ul.Fabryczna
Fabryczna5/12
5/12
26-130
26-130Suchedniów,
Suchedniów,Poland
Poland
Tel.:
Tel.:+48
+484141267
26725250000
Fax:
Fax:+48
+484141267
26725250101
info@kleen-tex.pl
info@kleen-tex.pl
www.kleen-tex.pl
www.kleen-tex.pl

Kleen-Tex
Kleen-TexIndustries
IndustriesLimited
Limited
Bolton
BoltonTextile
TextileMill
Mill
Emlyn
EmlynStreet,
Street,Bolton
BoltonBL4
BL47EB,
7EB,UK
UK
Tel.:
Tel.:+44
+44(0)1204
(0)1204707050507070
Fax:
Fax:+44
+44(0)1204
(0)1204868610101616
info@kleen-tex.co.uk
info@kleen-tex.co.uk
www.kleen-tex.co.uk
www.kleen-tex.co.uk

KTE-0008-EN-0320
KB-629-GEN-0219

Kleen-Tex
Kleen-TexIndustries
IndustriesGmbH
GmbH
Kaiser
Nordwand
- Fürhölzl
Muenchner
Strasse
21 2
A-6341
/ Kufstein,
Austria
A-6330Ebbs
Kufstein,
Austria
Tel.:
Tel.:+43
+43/ 53
/ 537272/ 61
/ 613 38080
Fax:
Fax:+43
+43/ 53
/ 537272/ 61
/ 61380
3804949
info@kleen-tex.eu
info@kleen-tex.eu
www.kleen-tex.eu
www.kleen-tex.eu

